Microdialysis as an Important Technique in Systems Pharmacology-a Historical and Methodological Review.
Microdialysis has contributed with very important knowledge to the understanding of target-specific concentrations and their relationship to pharmacodynamic effects from a systems pharmacology perspective, aiding in the global understanding of drug effects. This review focuses on the historical development of microdialysis as a method to quantify the pharmacologically very important unbound tissue concentrations and of recent findings relating to modeling microdialysis data to extrapolate from rodents to humans, understanding distribution of drugs in different tissues and disease conditions. Quantitative microdialysis developed very rapidly during the early 1990s. Method development was in focus in the early years including development of quantitative microdialysis, to be able to estimate true extracellular concentrations. Microdialysis has significantly contributed to the understanding of active transport at the blood-brain barrier and in other organs. Examples are presented where microdialysis together with modeling has increased the knowledge on tissue distribution between species, in overweight patients and in tumors, and in metabolite contribution to drug effects. More integrated metabolomic studies are still sparse within the microdialysis field, although a great potential for tissue and disease-specific measurements is evident.